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Studies of Raman scattering from molecular conduction junc-
tions lie at the juncture of two contemporary fields of

research, molecular electronics and molecular plasmonics. Typical
configurations of such junctions are similar to structures discussed
as “hot spots” in SERS studies of single molecules.1,2 Indeed, this
enhancement was important for getting detectable signals in
recent studies of Raman scattering from such junctions.3�5

Observed correlation between junction conductivity and its
Raman scattering signal4 indicate that Raman scattering can probe
structural changes in the junction that affect its conductivity.

The issue of heating in biasedmolecular junctions has attracted
considerable experimental3,5�10 and theoretical11�13 attention,
motivated by the relevance of this phenomenon to current
induced chemical change and junction stability.14,15 Such studies
rely on finding a suitable probe. Raman scattering provides such a
probe3,5 that can, in principle, be applied separately to different
modes by monitoring the ratio between the Stokes and anti-
Stokes components of the scattering signal.16 It is a common
practice to describe such heating by an effective temperature,
although this concept is ill-defined in nonequilibrium situations.
Ward and co-workers5 were able not only to assign effective
temperatures to molecular vibrations but also to observe heating
of the underlying electronic continuum.This continuum is usually
attributed to electronic excitations in the metal substrate(s), and
the latter result significantly suggests that heating of the metal
contacts cannot be ignored, in contrast to usual practice. Junction
heating can be caused by direct interaction with the incident
light.5 Here, we focus on the additional heating resulting from the
current through the molecular bridge in a biased junction. As
explained below, this heating is confined to the neighborhood of
the molecule�metal contact, and its manifestation in the electro-
nic Raman spectrummust result from the molecular contribution
to this spectrum. To focus on this effect, we assume that both

conduction and light�matter interaction are mediated by the
molecule and disregard direct charge transfer between the metal
electrodes and direct light�metal interaction. We invoke the
model used in our previous publications17,18 (see Figure 1 of ref 17),
a two-level (HOMO�LUMO) molecule coupled to two metal
contacts L and R, represented by free electron reservoirs
characterized by electrochemical potentials μL and μR, respec-
tively. The Hamiltonian is

Ĥ ¼ ∑
m¼ 1, 2

εmd̂
†
md̂m þ ∑

k ∈ fL, Rg
εkĉ

†
k ĉk

þ ∑
m¼ 1, 2

∑
k ∈ fL, Rg

ðVkmĉ
†
k d̂m þ H:c:Þ

þ ∑
R
ðpνRâ†RâR þ URâRd̂

†
2d̂1 þ H:c:Þ ð1Þ

and the metal�molecule coupling is characterized by the func-
tions Γm

K(E) � 2π ∑k∈K |Vkm|
2δ(E � εk) and Γm � ∑K=L,RΓm

K

(K = L,R). Here, d̂m
† (d̂m) and ĉk

† (̂ck) are creation (annihilation)
operators of an electron in state m on the molecule and state k in
the contact, respectively. The last term in eq 1 describes the
radiation field and its interaction with the molecule, where âR

†

(âR) are creation (annihilation) operators of photons in optical
mode R. In a possible scenario for the observed electronic
heating, the electronic current creates a region in the metal, near
the metal�molecule contact, where the electronic distribution is
out of equilibrium. Because of the fast (10�100 fs) relaxation of
electrons in metals, this region is very small; however Raman
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ABSTRACT: Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) was recently used to monitor nonequilibrium
properties of molecular conduction junctions. Ward et al. (Nat. Nanotechnol. 2011, 6, 33) have used such
measurements to estimate heating of the molecular vibrations (indicated by the ratio between Stokes and
anti-Stokes Raman peaks) as well as the electronic metal substrate (inferred from the corresponding
components of the Raman continuum). The latter observation suggests, contrary to standard assump-
tions, significant heating of the metal contacts. Here, we discuss this observation by advancing a theory of
the electronic Raman scattering background in biased current carrying molecular junctions and using it to
estimate the electronic heating, as seen in the Raman signal. We reach the unexpected conclusion that
while heating of the electronic background in Raman scattering from biased molecular junctions is indeed observed, this does not
necessarily imply an appreciable deviation from thermal equilibrium in the electronic distributions in the leads.
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scattering, dominated by the molecule�radiation field interac-
tion and affected by the molecule�metal interaction, probes
exactly this nonequilibrium region.

Consider first the electronic distributions in the leads. An
upper limit on its deviation from equilibrium is obtained by
assuming that in the contact regions that contribute to the
inelastic light scattering signal through their interaction with
the molecule thermal relaxation can be disregarded, so that this
distribution is dominated by the transmission process. Accord-
ingly, in terms of the junction transmission function T(E), the
nonequilibrium electronic distributions in the leads are given by

f SSK ðEÞ ¼ 1
2
½fKðEÞ þ ð1� TðEÞÞfKðEÞ þ TðEÞfK̅ðEÞ�

¼ fKðEÞ þ 1
2
TðEÞ½fK̅ðEÞ � fKðEÞ�

ð2Þ
where K = L(R), K = R(L), and fK(E) = [e(E�μK)/kBT + 1]�1

(where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature).
In the calculations reported below, we use the result for nono-
verlapping resonances, T(E) = ∑m=1,2 (Γm

LΓm
R)/[(E � εm)

2 +
(Γm/2)

2]. Using eq 2, an effective temperature for each electrode
may be defined by requiring zero heat flux between the none-
quilibrium steady-state distribution fK

SS(E) and an equilibrium
thermal bath with the same chemical potential μK and effective
temperature TeffZ

dE
2π
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Next consider the light scattering process. We focus only on
inelastic light scattering associated with energy imparted to
electronic excitations in the leads and therefore omit molecular
vibrations from our consideration. The electronic inelastic
spectrum accompanies the Raleigh scattering in the calculation
discussed below and will similarly dress vibrationally inelastic
signals in a full model calculation.

Our calculation follows the procedure described in our earlier
publications.16,18 It leads to the steady-state scattering flux from an
incident photonmode of frequency νi to the outgoing frequency νf
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where F(νf) (∼ν3 in free space) is the density of final photon states
and Gm

>,<(E) (m = 1,2) are single-particle Green functions
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Within the model as described, δf 0+. More generally, δ should
be replaced by broadening of the optical signal due to interaction
with the environment. In the calculations discussed below, the
Fermi functions in eqs 5 and 6 can be taken to be the equilibrium
Fermi distributions in the leads, as is usually done in junction
transport calculations, or the distribution given by eq 2 that reflects
themaximumpossible heating of the corresponding leads. (To use
the distribution eq 2 in the transport calculation, one needs to
assume thatmomentum relaxation is fast while energy relaxation is
slow on the relevant time scale. Indeed, the momentum relaxation
time formetallic electrons is∼10�14 s,19 1�2 orders ofmagnitude
faster than the corresponding energy relaxation.20) Below, we
compare results obtained from these two choices.

The term eq 4a clearly corresponds to Rayleigh scattering.
Equations 4b and 4c account for inelastic scattering where the
change in electronic occupation of metal states occurs near the
lower and the upper molecular levels, respectively. Equation 4d
describes an inelastic scattering process that involves change of
states of two electrons. Because only metal states that are
energetically close to molecular states make an appreciable
contribution to these fluxes and because change in an electronic
state requires a partially filled level, light scattering will be
enhanced whenever a lead Fermi energy is close to a molecular
level. This observation underlines much of the dependence of the
scattering flux on the bias voltage that is reported below. From
this flux, we can calculate the Raman temperature using the
Stokes/anti-Stokes ratio according to

TRaman ¼ Δν

ln
Jνi f νi � Δν

Jνi f νi þ Δν
� Fðνi þ ΔνÞ

Fðνi �ΔνÞ
� � ð7Þ

(We use the free space relationship F(ν) ≈ ν3. This may be
modified in the junction cavity, which adds a measure of
uncertainty in the experimental determination of TRaman.)

Equilibrium results (μL = μR) are shown in Figure 1. Equation
4c dominates here because (for our choice of parameters) level 2
is closer to the Fermi energy and consequently characterized by
more pronounced partial population, while the population of
level 1 is nearly 1. We see (inset) that at equilibrium, the Raman
estimate accurately follows the actual junction temperature.
Furthermore, the Raman estimate does not depend on the
Raman shift used (see the dotted line in Figure 2a).
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Figure 2 shows low bias results. The Raman temperature
remains independent of the Raman shift for small shifts
(Figure 2a) and is compared to the effective electronic tempera-
tures of the two leads, obtained from eq 3 (Figure 2b). We see
that while both estimates indicate heating, the calculated

temperatures are considerably different. Another important
observation (not shown) is that the Raman temperature eval-
uated from eqs 4�7 almost does not depend on whether we use
eq 2 or the equilibrium Fermi functions for the junctions'
electronic disributions. This indicates that TRaman reflects the
bias potential mostly through the nonequilibrium electronic
distribution in the molecule and is only weakly sensitive to the
relatively small distortion of the metal electronic distribution.

To further confirm this conclusion, we introduce yet another
temperature estimate, the effective molecular electronic tem-
perature, TM. It is obtained by assigning an electronic chemical
potential, μM, to the molecule as described below and then
defining TM fromZ

dE
2π

ðE� μMÞ ∑
m¼ 1, 2

ðf ðE, μM,TMÞG>
mðEÞ

þ½1� f ðE, μM,TMÞ�G<
mðEÞÞ ¼ 0 ð8Þ

which has a requirement, analogous to eq 3, that the heat current
between the molecule and a fictitious equilibrium free electron
bath, characterized by the same chemical potential μM and the
effective temperature TM, vanish.

12 For the effective molecular
chemical potential μM, we take an estimate based on extending
the equilibrium expression μ = (∂E/∂n) to steady state, μM =
(dE/dt)/(dn/dt) = JE/Je, where JE and Je are energy and electron
currents through the molecule.12 The effective molecular elec-
tronic temperature TM obtained in this way is shown by the
magenta (diamond) line in Figure 2b. We see that the Raman
temperature is in much better agreement with TM than with the
effective temperatures of the leads.

When the bias increases (Figure 3), the electrochemical
potentials of the leads come close to the molecular levels, and
all of the terms in eqs 4b and 4c can be important. For high

Figure 1. Equilibrium calculation. The electronic Raman intensity Jifνf
as function of the Raman shiftΔν = νi� νf atT = 300 K. The solid (red)
line shows the overall light scattering intensity, while the other lines
correspond to the different contributions, eq 4b (dashed, blue), eq 4c
(dotted, black) and eq 4d (dashed�dotted, black). (Inset) The electro-
nic Raman temperature obtained from the Stokes/anti-Stokes ratio
(eq 7) plotted against the equilibrium contacts temperature (|Δν| =
|νi � νf| = 0.05 eV was used in this calculation, but the result does not
depend on this particular choice as long as |Δν| is not too large).
Junction parameters are Γm

L = Γm
R = 0.25 eV, m = 1, 2, μL = μR = 0,

ε1 = �1.5 eV, ε2 = 1 eV. The incoming photon frequency is νi = 2 eV.

Figure 3. Nonequilibrium calculation at high bias. (a) The electronic
Raman intensity Jifνf displayed against the Raman shiftΔν = νi� νf for
Vsd = 2 V. The solid (red) line shows the overall light scattering intensity,
while the other lines correspond to the different contributions, eq 4b
(dashed, blue), eq 4c (dotted, black) and eq 4d (dashed�dotted, black).
(b) Stokes (solid line, red) and anti-Stokes (dashed line, blue) intensities
forΔν = 0.025 eV versus the voltage bias. Other parameters are as those
in Figure 1.

Figure 2. Low bias results, |e|Vsd = μL � μR , ε2 � ε1. (a) The
electronic Raman temperature (eq 7) plotted against the inelastic shift
for different voltage biases. (b) A comparison between the Raman
temperature (circles, red) (eq 7) and the effective electronic tempera-
tures of contacts L (triangles, blue) and R (squares, blue) obtained from
eq 3 and the effective molecular temperature (eq 8) (diamonds,
magenta) displayed against the voltage bias. The bias is applied
symmetrically, that is, μL = |e|Vsd/2 and μR = �|e|Vsd/2. Other
parameters are as those in Figure 1. Results obtained by using the
equilibrium thermal distributions in the leads are almost indistinguish-
able from those obtained using the nonequilibrium distribution of eq 2.
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enough bias, eq 4d, which requires partially populated metal
electronic states near both levels 1 and 2, can dominate the
inelastic electronic spectrum (compare Figures 1a and 3a).
Densities of electron and hole states contributing to this process
may lead to situations where the anti-Stokes signal exceeds the
Stokes intensity, making the Raman temperature meaningless.

The SERS background may result from direct light�metal
interation and from interaction mediated by the molecule. Here,
we focused on the second contribution that dominates the current-
induced heating in the metal leads. (The dominating effect of the
molecules can be seen by comparing I/V and heating signals in
Figure 4a,d of ref 5.) We have advanced a theory for the Raman
background in a biased current carrying molecular junctions and
have shown that this signal indeed carries heating information;
however rather than reflecting the state of the metal contacts as
implied by ref 5, the observed heating is dominated by the
electronic nonequilibrium in the molecular bridge and can be at
least qualitatively reproduced without invoking electrode heating.

The fact that the different temperature estimates discussed are
different is a significant although not very surprising observation
for a nonequilibrium junction. At high bias, while heating is
clearly observed, the Raman temperature becomes meaningless
as the anti-Stokes intensity may exceed the Stokes signal.
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